Abstract. We prove the upper semicontinuity of the measure theoretic entropy for the geodesic flow on complete Riemannian manifolds without focal points and bounded sectional curvature. We then study the relationship between the escape of mass phenomenon and the measure theoretic entropy on finite volume nonpositively curved manifolds satisfying the Visibility axiom. We provide a general criterion for the same relation to hold between the escape of mass and the measure theoretic entropy. This gives a criterion for the existence of measures of maximal entropy for the geodesic flow on some nonpositively curved manifolds. Finally, we prove some results in the context of countable Markov shifts.
Introduction
Entropy has had a prominent role in dynamical systems since its first appearance, it provides a way to measure the complexity of a dynamical system. For a complete survey we refer the reader to [Ka2] . Despite the theory of entropy has been extended to actions of a vast class of groups, i.e. amenable or sofic groups, we will restrict our attention to dynamical systems generated by a single transformation. Let us briefly recall the context on which our results sit in. Let T be a continuous endomorphism on a (not necessarily compact) metrizable space X. In the noncompact case we will always assume that the borelian σ-algebra of X is standard. We have two different flavors of entropy associated to pX, T q: its topological entropy and its measure theoretic entropy. This two quantities depends on different data. The topological entropy depends on a metric d generating the topology of X, we denote this quantity by h d pT q. The measure theoretic entropy depends on a T -invariant probability measure µ, we denote this quantity by h µ pT q. We remark that if X is compact, then h d pT q is independent of the metric d. For precise definitions see Section 2. A fundamental relationship between this two quantities is the so called variational principle. This states that, for a locally compact metrizable space X, the following holds:
h top pT q " sup µPMT h µ pT q.
Here h top pT q " inf d h d pT q, where the infimum runs over all compatible metrics on X and M T is the space of T -invariant probability measures. A natural question to ask is under what circunstances this supremum is attained. If we know the existence of measures of maximal entropy, then one can ask what special properties do they have. Both questions are far from being undestood in the general setting. If we assume that X is compact and some extra hypothesis on the system, then one can answer the first question affirmatively, as the following two results show.
Theorem 1. [R. Bowen] [Bo2]
Let pX, dq be a compact metric space and assume T is h-expansive. Then there exists a measure of maximal entropy.
Theorem 2. [S. Newhouse] [N]
Let X be a compact smooth manifold and assume T is of class C 8 . Then there exists a measure of maximal entropy
In both cases what they are actually proving is the upper semicontinuity of the map µ Þ Ñ h µ pT q. In the compact case this is enough to establish the existence of measure of maximal entropy. Indeed, by taking a sequence tµ n u ně0 of measures with h µn pT q converging to h top pT q, then any limit measure of the sequence tµ n u ně0 will have maximal entropy (the existence of the limit measure follows from the compactness of M T when X is compact). Indeed, Theorem 3. Assume pX, d, T q satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 1 or Theorem 2. Let tµ n u ně0 be a sequence of invariant probability measures converging to µ. Then lim sup nÑ8 h µn pT q ď h µ pT q.
In fact, the situations described in Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 are particular cases of asymptotically h-expansive systems, property which is known to imply the upper semicontinuity of the entropy map in the compact case (see [M] , [Bu1] ). After the work of Y. Yomdin [Y] and S. Newhouse [N] many people have investigated the relationship between the regularity of the dynamics and the upper semicontinuity of the entropy map. If T is only assumed to be C k , the entropy map does not need to be upper semicontinuous anymore. In that case there are bounds that control the amount of failure for the entropy map to be upper semicontinuos. We refer the reader to [Bu1] , [Bu2] and references therein for more details. In this paper we investigate the upper semicontinuity of the entropy map in the noncompact case. Under certain hypothesis we are able to prove that the upper semicontinuity holds at ergodic measures.
Theorem A Let X be a topological manifold endowed with a compatible metric d. Assume T : pX, dq Ñ pX, dq is Lipschitz. Moreover assume that pX, d, T q satisfies a simplified entropy formula. Let tµ n u ně0 be a sequence of T -invariant probability measures converging to an ergodic T -invariant probability measure µ. Then lim sup nÑ8 h µn pT q ď h µ pT q.
For precise definitions on the hypothesis of Theorem A see Section 3. A corollary of this result will be the upper semicontinuity of the entropy map for the geodesic flow on Riemannian manifolds without focal points and bounded sectional curvature. We remark that if X is noncompact then Theorem A does not immediately implies the existence of measures of maximal entropy. This is because of the escape of mass phenomenon, M T is not necessarily compact anymore. A more detailed version of the upper semicontinuity result can be proven for the geodesic flow if we restrict ourselves to the class of nonpositively curved manifolds with the Visibility axiom. In this case we give a criterion for the existence of a measure of maximal entropy. The authors do not know of any other result concerning the existence of measures of maximal entropy in the noncompact nonpositively curved case. In contrast with the negatively curved case, where a lot of information is known (for instance see [PPS] ), in nonpositive curvature the ergodic theory of the geodesic flow is not very developed. An important result in this context is the uniqueness of the measure of maximal entropy for compact rank 1 manifolds due to Knieper [Kn] . We have the following result.
Theorem B Let pX, gq be a complete Riemannian manifold without focal points and bounded sectional curvature. Denote by tg t u tPR to the geodesic flow on T 1 X. Let tµ n u ně0 be a sequence of g 1 -invariant probability measures converging to an ergodic g 1 -invariant probability measure µ. Then lim sup nÑ8 h µn pgq ď h µ pgq.
If we moreover assume that X is nonpositively curved, that the universal cover of X satisfies the Visibility axiom and that X has finite volume, then for every convergent sequence of ergodic measures we have lim sup nÑ8 h µn pgq ď }µ}h µ }µ} pgq`p1´}µ}qδ P .
In particular, if δ P ă h top pgq, then there exists a measure of maximal entropy for the geodesic flow.
It worth mentioning that δ P is a quantity that measures the complexity of the ends of X, it is the maximum of the critical exponents of parabolic subgroups of π 1 pXq. At the end of Section 4 we generalize this result and provide a criterion for the existence of measure of maximal entropy, but for simplicity we do not state that result here. We finally prove an upper semicontinuity result for countable Markov shifts, which immediately extends to suspension flows over countable Markov shifts.
Theorem C Let pΣ, σq be a countable Markov shift and µ an ergodic Gibbs measure which is an equilibrium state for its potential. Then for every sequence tµ n u ně1 of ergodic σ-invariant probability measures converging to µ we have lim sup nÑ8 h µn pσq ď h µ pσq.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we recall some basics facts about Ergodic Theory. In Section 3 we prove Theorem A. In Section 4 we discuss applications to the geodesic flow on nonpositively curved manifolds, we prove Theorem B and a generalization of Theorem B. In Section 5 we prove Theorem C and a corollary for suspension flows over countable Markov shifts.
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Preliminaries
In this section pX, dq will always stand for a metrizable topological space X with a compatible metric d. We will always assume that the borelian σ-algebra of pX, dq is standard, this is immediately satisfied if X is compact. In this paper we will be interested in the dynamics of a single continuous transformation T on X. We call the triple pX, d, T q a dynamical system. We emphasize that in our definition we do not a priori assume that X is compact. Define metrics d n on X by the following formula:
We denote by B n px, rq to the ball centered at x of radius r in the metric d n . A ball B n px, rq is also called a pn, rq-dynamical ball. Given a compact subset K of X we denote by N pK, n, rq to the minimum number of pn, rq-dynamical balls needed to cover K. The topological entropy of pX, d, T q is defined as
where the last limit runs over compact subsets of X. This definition was first introduced by R. Bowen in [Bo1] to extend the classical definition of topological entropy on compact spaces to the noncompact setting. A second way of measuring the complexity of pX, d, T q depends on a measure on X. We say that µ is a T -invariant probability measure if µ is a measure on X with total mass 1 and µpT´1Aq " µpAq for every measurable set A. Given a countable measurable partition P " tP i u iPI of X we define the entropy of P as
Given two partitions P and Q we can construct the smallest common refinement of P and Q, this is denoted by P _ Q. Define
T´iPq.
By taking the supremum over all countable partitions of finite entropy we obtain the entropy of T with respect to µ, this is denoted by h µ pT q. In other words
where the supremum runs over all countable partitions of finite entropy. The space of T -invariant probability measures on X is denoted by M T . We can assign to each element µ P M T its entropy h µ pT q. We will refer to the mapping µ Þ Ñ h µ pT q the entropy map. We endow M T with the vague topology, this is defined by declaring that lim nÑ8 µ n " µ if for every continuous function of compact support f we have
With this topology the space M T is not compact, sequences of measures might be losing mass. The space of T -invariant measures with total mass at most one is compact by Banach-Alaoglu theorem. The following definition will provide one of the hypothesis under which the upper semicontinuity of the entropy map can be verified.
Definition 1. A T -invariant measure µ is called a Gibbs measure with respect to a continuous map F : X Ñ R if there exists a constant P pF q P R such that for every compact subset K of X there exists r 0 pKq for which the following holds. For r ď r 0 pKq there exists C K,r such that
whenever x P K X T´nK. The constant P pF q is called the pressure of F . A measure µ is called a Gibbs measure if there exists a function F for which µ is a Gibbs measure with respect to F .
We remark that in the definition above µ is not assumed to be a probability measure. In the context of symbolic dynamics a more adequate definition of Gibbs measure is given in Section 5. The theory of Gibbs measure in the context of Markov shifts of finite type is classical and we refer the reader to [Bo3] . Many of these results have been extended to the context of Markov shifts over countable alphabet with certain finiteness assumptions (e.g. BIP condition). For precise information we refer the reader to [Sa2] . A similar theory has was developed around Gibbs measures for suspension flows over Markov shifts over finite/countable alphabet. For precise information see [BI] and references therein. For the geodesic flow on negatively curved manifold a succesful theory was recently developed in [PPS] .
This two flavors of entropy seem, at first, a bit unrelated. The following theorem provides a very strong connection between them. It helps to understand the measure theoretic entropy in the spirit of the topological entropy.
Theorem 4. [A. Katok] Let pX, dq be a compact metric space and T : X Ñ X a continuous transformation. Let µ be an ergodic T -invariant probability measure and δ P p0, 1q. Then
where N µ pn, r; δq is the minimum number of pn, rq-dynamical balls needed to cover a set of µ-measure at least 1´δ. In particular the limit above is independient of 0 ă δ ă 1.
Even though the compactness assumption is standard, we are mostly interested in the noncompact case (which is a considerably less explored territory). It will be very helpful to have a version of Katok's formula in the noncompact setting. If one follows the proof of Theorem 4 (see Section 1 in [Ka1] ), it is clear that the inequality
holds regardless of the compactness of X. For most of our purposes this inequality will be enough. Recently F. Riquelme [R] proved the equality when X is assumed to be a manifold and T a Lipschitz map.
Theorem 5. Let pX, dq be a metric space and T : X Ñ X a continuous transformation. Then for every ergodic T -invariant probability measure µ we have
where N µ pn, r; δq as in Theorem 4. If we moreover assume pX, dq is a topological manifold with a compatible metric and T is Lipschitz, then the equality holds.
The following two definitions are inspired in standard properties of the geodesic flow on a nonpositively curved manifold with curvature bounded below. In Proposition 3 we will see a basic consequence of this properties, which is the starting point of the proof of Theorem A.
Definition 2. Let T : pY, ρq Ñ pY, ρq be a continuous map. We say that pY, ρ, T q has the Propagation of Closeness property or Property PC if the following is true. Given δ ą 0, there exist positive numbers ǫpδq and npδq such that if npδq ď n, ρpx, yq ă ǫpδq and ρpT n x, T n yq ă ǫpδq, then ρpT k x, T k yq ă δ, for k P t0, ..., nu.
Remark 1. For all our applications we will not specify that we only consider n ě npδq. This is because in all the applications we will be only interested in very large n, in particular much larger than npδq.
Definition 3. We say that a metric space pY, ρq has bounded geometry if for each r ą 0 and r 1 P p0, rq there exists a constant Cpr, r 1 q such that for any point y P Y , the ball Bpy, rq can be covered by at most Cpr, r 1 q balls of radius r 1 .
We finish this section with the following proposition used in [R] . Details of this proof will be needed in the proof of Theorem A. Proposition 1. Let X be a topological manifold with compatible metric d and T : pX, dq Ñ pX, dq a Lipschitz map. Let K be a compact subset of X of positive measure and r ą 0. Moreover assume µpBKq " 0. Then there exists a countable partition P of K such that P " tP, pM zKqu has finite entropy with respect to any invariant probability measure µ. If x P K X T´nK, then P n pxq Ă B n px, rq.
Moreover µpBPq " 0.
, and L the Lipschitz constant of T . By Kac's Lemma we know that for any T -invariant probability measure µ we have that ř ně1 nµpA n q ď 1, and if µ is ergodic the equality holds. Following Mañe [Ma] we can refine each A n by at most CpL n {rq d balls of diameter rL´n and obtain a partition P of K with finite entropy and µpBPq " 0. We denote by S k to the collection of atoms in P refining A k . Finally define P " tP, pM zKqu. It follows immediately from the definition of A n and the diameter of the elements of the partition P that whenever x P K X T´nK, then P n pxq Ă B n px, rq.
Proof of Theorem A
The proof of Theorem 6 is based on a simplification of Katok's entropy formula. As we will see below, the geodesic flow on nonpositively curved manifolds is the main example where this property holds.
Definition 4. We say that pX, d, T q satisfies a simplified entropy formula if for suitably chosen r and δ we have
In other words Katok's entropy formula does not depends on r.
Theorem 6. Let X be a topological manifold endowed with a compatible metric d. Assume T : pX, dq Ñ pX, dq is Lipschitz. Moreover assume that pX, d, T q satisfies a simplified entropy formula. Let tµ n u ně0 be a sequence of T -invariant probability measures converging to an ergodic T -invariant probability measure µ. Then
Proof. Choose r and δ as in the definition of the simplified entropy formula. Let K a compact set with µpKq ą 1´δ{3, as in Proposition 3. Denote by P the partition given by Proposition 1. Define
Observe that by Shannon-McMillan-Breiman theorem µpB
Observe µpJ k q ą 1´δ. Assume n ě N 8 . By the lower bound of the measure of the elements of the partition P n on the set B µ N8,ǫ we know each J k is covered by at most exppnph µ pPq`ǫqq elements of P. We conclude that whenever k ě N 8 , J k can be covered by exppkph µ pPq`ǫqq pk, rq-dynamical balls. Using Proposition 3 we conclude
Since ǫ is arbitrary and independient of P we conclude h µ pT q " h µ pPq. The same formula holds for every ergodic T -invariant probability measure. By ergodic decomposition it also holds for every (not necessarily ergodic) T -invariant probability measure. Recall that by construction of P, it satisfies µpBPq " 0. Since the partition P is not finite we can not use the standard fact that η Þ Ñ h η pQq is upper semicontinuous at η for every finite partition Q with ηpBQq " 0. To fix this we will use our next Lemma. To simplify notations from now on P will be denoted by Q. Lemma 1. Let Q as in the paragraph above and µ an ergodic T -invariant probability measure with µpBQq " 0. Then the map η Þ Ñ H η pQq is continuous at µ.
Proof. Let µ n be a sequence of T -invariant probability measures converging to µ. By definition of Q we have
By Kac's lemma we know that for every ergodic T -invariant measure η we have ř kě1 kηpA k q " 1. In general we only have ř kě1 kηpA k q ď 1. Since µ is an ergodic measure we can find M " M pǫq such that the following inequalities hold:
The hypothesis µpBQq " 0 implies that η Þ Ñ ηpP q is continuous at µ for each atom P of the partition Q. We can find a neighborhood W of µ such that the following two inequalities hold
In particular ř kěM kηpA k q ă ǫ{2. Define S M " tn ě M : x n ą e´nu and observe that t 1{2 logpt´1q ď 2e´1, for every t ą 0. Then by separating the following sum in terms of S M and its complement we obtaiń ÿ
Combining this inequalities and the estimate above we get that for each η P Ẃ ÿ
This gives the upper semicontinuity of η Þ Ñ H η pQq at µ. For the lower semicontinuity we don't need to know anything else than µpBQq " 0, we leave the details to the reader.
Since for every n P N the map η Þ Ñ H η pQ n q is continuous at µ and infimum of continuous functions is upper semicontinuous, we conclude that the map η Þ Ñ h η pQq is upper semicontinuous at µ. This finishes the proof of the theorem.
We finish this section with a criterion that prevent escape of mass and a consequence. Recall that a continuous function F : X Ñ Y is proper if the preimage of any compact subset of Y is compact.
Lemma 2. Let X be a noncompact topological space and F : X Ñ R a positive proper function. Let tµ n u ně1 be a sequence of probability measures on X converging weakly to µ. Suppose that there exists n 0 and C such that for n ě n 0 we have ż
Then µ is a probability measure.
Proof. Define ∆ " 1´µpXq. We want to prove ∆ " 0. Let Kpmq " tx P X : f pxq ď mu. For n ě n 0 we have the inequality
By definition of vague convergence we have lim nÑ8 µ n pXzKq " ∆`µpXzKq, for each compact subset K of X satisfying µpBKq " 0. In particular for most choices of m we get lim nÑ8 mµ n pXzKpmqq " m∆`mµpXzKpmqq.
If ∆ ‰ 0 this leads to a contradiction because of the inequality above.
Let F be a positive continuous function on X. Define
Proposition 2. Let X be a noncompact topological space and
is a compact subset of M T . Moreover assume that pX, T q satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 6. Then for every ergodic µ P M
F,D T
we have the formula
In particular the entropy map restricted to M is compact for any positive proper function F . For the second part of the proposition we refer the reader to (19.10) in [DGK] , since the proof is identical.
Geodesic flow on nonpositively curved manifolds
In this section we prove Theorem B as an application of Theorem A and the proof of the main result in [RV] . From now on pM, gq will be a smooth complete Riemannian manifold of nonpositive curvature and sectional curvature bounded below. Let g t : d 0 pπpg t pvqq, πpg t pwdefines a metric in T 1 M . Let p Ă M , gq be the universal cover of pM, gq. Because the curvature is bounded it follows easily that pT 1 Ă M , dq has bounded geometry. The following lemma will help to prove the simplified entropy formula for the geodesic flow.
Lemma 3. Let pM, gq be a complete Riemannian manifold without focal points and bounded sectional curvature. Then pT 1 Ă M , dq has bounded geometry and pT 1 Ă M , d, g 1 q has Property PC.
Proof. As mentioned above, the bounded geometry condition follows from the bounded sectional curvature and the fact that the exponential map on Ă M is a diffeomorphism. Let f 1 ptq and f 2 ptq be two rays in Ă M such that f 1 p0q " f 2 p0q. Since by assumption M has not focal points we know that dpf 1 ptq, f 2 ptqq is increasing in t. This implies that given two geodesic segments parametrized by arc length g 1 ptq and g 2 ptq, then dpg 1 ptq, g 2 ptqq ď dpg 1 pt 0 q, g 2 pt 0 qq`dpg 1 pt 1 q, g 2 pt 1 qq, for all t P pt 0 , t 1 q. For a proof join g 1 pt 0 q and g 2 pt 1 q and use the increasing property above. This easily implies that the geodesic flow on p Ă M , gq has property PC (one need to take care of the distance 1 error used in the definition of d, but for segments of big enough length we can control it).
Proposition 3. Let pM, gq be a Riemannian manifold with nonpositive sectional curvature and curvature bounded below. Let µ be an ergodic g 1 -invariant probability measure. Given δ P p0, 1q, there exist a positive number r 0 " r 0 pδq for which
is well defined and independient of r, for any r ă r 0 . In particular this limit is equal to h µ pgq for any ergodic g 1 -invariant probability measures µ.
Proof. We start with the following Lemma.
Lemma 4. Assume pY, ρ, Sq has Property PC and pY, ρq has bounded geometry. Let r, r 1 be positive numbers. There exists a constant Lpr 1 , rq such that B n py, rq can be covered by at most Lpr, r 1 q pn, r 1 q-dynamical balls.
Proof. Without lose of generality we can assume r 1 ă r. For every y P Y we cover B n py, rq and BpS n pyq, rq by balls of radius ǫpr 1 q (using notation in Definition 2). By Definition 3 we can cover each of them by at most Cpr, ǫpr 1balls. Denote by tB i u and tB 1 j u the family of balls of radius ǫpr 1 q covering Bpy, rq and BpS n pyq, rq respectively. The covering U " tB i X S´nB 1 j u of B n py, rq has at most Cpr, ǫpr 12 elements. Using Property PC it easily follows that each element in U is contained in a pn, r 1 q-dynamical ball of Y . It follows that Bpy, rq can be covered by at most Cpr, ǫpr 12 pn, r 1 q-dynamical balls, and that this is independient of y.
Define X " T 1 M and π 0 : X Ñ M be the canonical projection. Let K be a compact subset of X satisfying µpKq ą 1´δ{2, and µpBKq " 0. Pick r K 0 a compact fundamental domain for K 0 " π 0 pKq on the universal cover Ă M of M . For a point x P K 0 we denote by r x to its lift to r K 0 . Because r K 0 is compact and Γ " π 1 pM q acts discretely on Ă M , then
is a positive number. Because Ă M has bounded curvature, there exist constants CpDq and LpDq such the following hold. Given a, b and c points in Ă M such that dpc, aq " dpc, bq " L and dpa, bq ą D, then dpā,bq ą CpDq, whereā (resp.b) is the midpoint of the segment rc, bs (resp. rc, as) and L ą LpDq. Choose a positive number r satisfying r ă inftCpDq{4, D{2u. This choice of r has the following consequences. Let z P T 1 r K 0 such that g L pzq P γT 1 r K 0 , for L ą LpDq and γ P Γ. Then the pL, rqdynamical ball centered at z in T 1 Ă M is in bijection with B L pdπpzq, rq, the dynamical ball in X. More concretely, a dynamical ball in T 1 M with sufficiently small radius will lift to a unique dynamical ball in T 1 Ă M , this is a priori not clear to occur because our geodesic might enter in regions where the injectivity radius is arbitarily small. In Figure 1 the tubes represent r-neighborhoods of the geodesic emanating from z and its translations by Γ. Since for x, y P M we have dpx, yq " inf γPΓ dpr x, γr yq, points in T 1 Ă M that remain close to the projection to T 1 M of the red trajectory are precisely those that remain close to the union of all possible translates of the red trajectory (the dashed trajectories in Fig.1) . The existence of a geodesic as the blue line would be an obstruction for the correspondence between dynamical balls in T 1 M and on T 1 Ă M , we ruled out this case for sufficiently large L and small enough r. If the injectivity radius of M was bounded below this discussion can be omited by taking r smaller than the injectivity radius. For now on we assume n ą LpDq. Choose r 1 P p0, rq and let y be the lift of x P K to T 1 Ă M based at r K 0 . By Lemma 3 and Lemma 4 we can cover B n py, rq by at most Lpr, r 1 q pn, r 1 q-dynamical balls in T 1 Ă M . By the discussion above we conclude that B n px, rq can be covered by Lpr 1 , rq pn, r 1 q-dynamical balls. We summarize this by saying that for any A Ă K we have N pA, n, r 1 q ď Lpr, r 1 qN pA, n, rq. Let K n be a compact subset of X with µpK n q ą 1´δ{2 such that N pK n , n, rq " N µ pn, r; δ{2q. Define C n " K n X K and observe that µpC n q ě 1´δ. Then N µ pn, r 1 ; δq ď N pC n , n, r 1 q ďLpr, r 1 qN pC n , n, rq ďLpr, r 1 qN pK n , n, rq " Lpr, r 1 qN µ pn, r, δ{2q.
This implies that for every r 1 P p0, rq, we have lim inf nÑ8 1 n log N µ pn, r 1 ; δq ď lim inf nÑ8 1 n log N µ pn, r; δ{2q.
In particular
The RHS is decreasing as a function of r, then we also have lim inf nÑ8 1 n log N µ pn, r; δ{2q ď h µ pgq, which implies the equality. This discussion applies to lim sup as well, we conclude the limit exists and it is independient of r, for r sufficiently small.
It worth mentioning that without any modification the same arguments hold for the geodesic flow on a complete Riemannian manifold without focal points and bounded sectional curvature. Combining Proposition 3 and Theorem 6 we obtain the following corollary. Corollary 1. Let pX, gq be a complete Riemannian manifold without focal points and bounded sectional curvature. Let tµ n u ně0 be a sequence of g 1 -invariant probability measures converging to an ergodic g 1 -invariant probability measure µ. Then lim sup nÑ8 h µn pg 1 q ď h µ pg 1 q.
We remark that pX, gq does not need to be compact. It is not hard to see that the geodesic flow on a compact nonpositively curved manifolds is h-expansive, therefore in the compact case the upper semicontinuity of the entropy map follows from [Bo2] . It worth mentioning that Corollary 1 has been recently obtained in [RV] if pX, gq is a pinched negatively curved geometrically finite manifold by different methods. Using results of Bowditch [B] on the structure of the nonwandering set of the geodesic flow we can say much more in that case. Recall that if X is geometrically finite, then its fundamental group has a finite number of maximal parabolic subgroups (up to conjugation). The maximal parabolic subgroups (up to conjugation) are in 1-1 correspondence with the cusps of X. For a discrete subgroup Γ of Isop r Xq we can define
This number is called the critical exponent of Γ. Define
where the maximum runs over the maximal parabolic subgroups of π 1 pXq. The main result of [RV] is the following.
Theorem 7. Let pX, gq be a geometrically finite Riemannian manifold with pinched negative sectional curvature. Let pµ n q be a sequence of ergodic pg t q-invariant probability measures on T 1 X converging to µ in the vague topology. Then
The importance of the geometrically finite assumption is that the ends of the nonwandering set of the geodesic flow go through the cusps of T 1 X and that each cusp is standard, i.e. the quotient of a horoball by the action of some parabolic subgroup of π 1 pXq. We remark that any finite volume negatively curved manifold is geometrically finite. If X is just nonpositively curved we have very little control over the ends of X, even if X is finite volume. The ends of a finite volume nonpositively curved manifolds can contain a lot of topology, for example see Section 5 in [G] . This is an obstruction to employ our strategy. We now recall the class of manifolds on which we will focus on.
Definition 5. Let r X be a complete simply connected Riemannian manifold of nonpositive sectional curvature. We say that r X satisfies the Visibility axiom if for each x P r X and ǫ ą 0, there exists R " Rpp, ǫq such that ? p pγpaq, γpbqq ď ǫ for every geodesic segment γ : ra, bs Ñ r X with dpp, γq ě R.
The following theorem is the reason of the hypothesis in Theorem B. In the negative curvature case this theorem follows by the work of Gromov and Heintze. As mentioned above, if we remove the Visibility axiom hypothesis there are many examples of finite volume nonpositively curved manifolds with non-standard ends.
Theorem 8 (P. Eberlein). Let X be a complete nonpositively curved manifold with curvature bounded below and finite volume. Moreover assume its universal cover r X satisfies the Visibility axiom. Then X has finitely many ends and each of them is a standard cusp, i.e. isometric to the quotient of a horoball by a parabolic subgroup P of Γ. In particular the cusps of X are π 1 -injective.
Before starting the proof of the second part of Theorem B we collect some facts about nonpositively curved manifolds that we will use. From now on we will always assume that the hypothesis of Theorem 8 hold. Fix a reference point o P r X. We denote by B r
X the boundary at infinity of r X. For x, y P r X and ξ P B 8 r X we define the Busemann function as
where t Þ Ñ ξ t is any geodesic ray ending at ξ. For every ξ P B 8 and s ą 0, denote by B ξ psq the horoball centered at ξ of height s relative to o, that is
where b ξ po,¨q is the Busemann function at ξ relative to o. By Theorem 8 we know that there exists a maximal finite collection tξ i u Np i"1 of non equivalent parabolic fixed points in B 8 r X, each of them corresponding to a maximal parabolic subgroup P i . Moreover, there exists s 0 ą 0, such that for every s ě s 0 the collection tB ξi psq{P i u 
T
1 H ξi psq{P i and X ďs " XzX ąs .
As in the geometrically finite case, the following quantity will be important for us:
where the maximum runs over the maximal parabolic subgroups of π 1 pXq. The following lemma corresponds to Lemma 3.1 in [RV] and is the main reason why we need X to have standard cusps.
Lemma 5. Let s ą s 0 . There exists l s P N such that whenever v P X ďs0 satisfies gv, ..., g k v P X ďs X X ąs0 and g k`1 v P X ďs0 , then necessarily we have k ď l s .
Proof. It is enough to prove the statement for orbits in the same cusp component of X. Observe that by the finite volume hypothesis the set X ďs X X ąs0 is relatively compact in X, denote by A s one of its connected components. Suppose by contradiction that there are arbitrarily long orbit in A s . Denote by O n Ă A s a g 1 -orbit of length at least n and let η n the equidistribution measure supported in O n . It is an easy exercise in Ergodic theory that the sequence of probability measures η n converges to a g 1 -invariant probability measure η supported A s . By construction A s embedds in a manifold of the form T 1 r X{P. The geodesic flow on X{P is extremely simple, there are no compact invariant subset for g 1 (here we are using again that r X satisfies the visibility axiom). This contradicts the existence of η and therefore finishes the proof.
Lemma 6. There exists a compact subset K Ă T 1 X such that µpKq ą 0 for all g 1 -invariant probability measure.
The proof is identical to the one in Lemma 5, we leave the details to the reader. We say that an interval ra, a`bq is an excursion of Y Ă X into X ąs if
Let n ě 1. We denote by |E s,n pY q| the sum of the length of all the excursions of Y into X ąs for times in r0, ns. We also denote by m s,n pY q the number of excursions of Y into X ąs . The following lemma follows from Property P C and Lemma 5, for a proof we refer the reader to Proposition 3.3 in [RV] .
Lemma 7. Let r ą 0 and s ą s 0 . Suppose that β " tX ąs , X ďs X X ąs0 , Q 1 , ..., Q b u is a finite partition of X such that diampg j pQ kă ǫprq for every 0 ď j ď l s and every 1 ď k ď b. Then there exists a constant C r,s0 ě 1 such that for each n ě 1 and Q P β n 0 with Q Ă X ďs0 , the set Q can be covered by C ms,npQq r,s0 e δP |Es,npQq| pn, rq-dynamical balls.
We remark that ǫprq is the quantity that appears in the definition of Property PC for the action of the geodesic flow on T 1 r X. The following Proposition follows directly from Lemma 7 and Lemma 6 and as pointed out in [RV] , it implies Theorem 9 below (once the simplified entropy formula is verified).
Proposition 4. Let β be a partition of X as in Lemma 7. Then for every ergodic g 1 -invariant probability measure µ on X, the following inequality holds h µ pgq ď h µ pg, βq`µpX ąs0 qδ P`1 s´s 0 log C r,s0 .
Theorem 9. Let X be a complete nonpositively curved manifold with curvature bounded below and finite volume. Assume its universal covering satisfies the visibility axiom. Let pµ n q be a sequence of ergodic pg 1 q-invariant probability measures on T 1 X converging to µ in the vague topology. Then
This result together with Corollary 1 proves Theorem B. We now proceed to state a generalization of Theorem B. We start with some definitions. An open manifold Y is called topologically tame if it is homeomorphic to the interior of a compact manifold with boundary. A topologically tame manifold is said to have incompressible boundary if the inclusion of each boundary component induces an injection at the level of fundamental groups. In particular each boundary component B of Y induces a subgroup E B -π 1 pBq of π 1 pY q. We endow Y with a Riemannian metric g, as usual this induces a distance function d. As before, one can define the critical exponent of any subgroup of π 1 pY q by its action at the universal cover of Y . We denote by δ B the critical exponent of E B . We define critical exponent at infinity of Y as
where the supremum runs over the boundary components of Y . Given a continuous transformation T on Y , we say that the dynamics generated by T is weakly bounded if there exists a compact set K intersecting every T -invariant subset of Y . In other words the T -invariant subsets of Y can not escape to infinity. With all this notation we can now state a generalization of Theorem 9.
Theorem 10. Let pY, gq be a topologically tame complete Riemmanian manifold with incompressible boundary and without focal points. Assume that the sectional curvature is bounded and that the dynamical system pT 1 Y, d, g 1 q is weakly bounded. Let pµ n q be a sequence of ergodic g 1 -invariant probability measures on Y converging to µ in the vague topology. Then lim sup nÑ8 h µn pgq ď }µ}h µ }µ} pgq`p1´}µ}qδ 8 .
In particular, if δ 8 ă h top pgq, then there exists a measure of maximal entropy.
Since we can check that Lemma 5 and Lemma 6 are satisfied, we can follow the proof of Theorem 9 to get Theorem 10. We hope that the hypothesis of Theorem 10 will be verified for a much larger class of nonpositively curved manifolds.
Symbolic dynamics
We start by recalling some facts about symbolic dynamics. Let S be an alphabet with at most countable many symbols and M be a SˆS matrix with entries 0 or 1. We define the symbolic space associated to M as
We endow S with the discrete topology and S N with the product topology. On Σ we consider the induced topology given by the natural inclusion Σ Ă S N . Let σ : Σ Ñ Σ be the shift map, i.e. σpx 0 , x 1 , x 2 , ...q " px 1 , x 2 , ...q. Clearly σ is a continuous map. We say that pΣ, σq is a countable topological Markov shift if it comes from this construction. We denote by ra 0 , ..., a N´1 s the set of sequences x " px 0 , ..., q P Σ, where x i " a i for 0 ď i ď N´1. We say that ra 0 , ..., a N´1 s is a cylinder of length N or a N -cylinder. Fix θ P p0, 1q and define a metric d " d θ on Σ by declaring dpx, yq " 1 if x 0 ‰ y 0 , and dpx, yq " θ k if k is the length of the biggest cylinder containing x and y. We say that µ is a Gibbs measure if there exist real numbers P , G, and a continuous function F : Σ Ñ R such that
for every x P ra 0 , ..., a N´1 s, where S N F pxq " 1 n ř N´1 n"0 F pσ n xq. The following result describes very precisely how Gibbs measures appear in the countable alphabet setting. Since ours proofs do not require most of the notation used in the statement of this result, we will take it as a black box. We refer the reader to [Sa2] for precise definitions and its proof.
Theorem 11. Let pΣ, σq be a topologically mixing countable Markov shift. A Walters function F admits a Gibbs measure µ if and only if
(1) Σ satisfies the BIP property, (2) P G pF q ă 8 and var 1 pF q ă 8.
In this case F is positive recurrent, µ is the Ruelle-Perron-Frobenius measure of F and P is equal to P G pF q. If sup F ă 8 and F has summable variations then µ is ergodic and unique.
In other words, if we assume that Σ is a topologically mixing countable Markov shift satisfying the BIP property, and the potential F is sufficiently regular, then there exists a unique Gibbs measure associated to F . In particular if Σ is a topologically mixing countable Markov shift satisfying the BIP property we have plenty of ergodic Gibbs measures.
Theorem 12. Let pΣ, σq be a countable Markov shift and µ an ergodic Gibbs measure which is an equilibrium state for its potential. Then for every sequence tµ n u ně1 of ergodic σ-invariat probability measures converging to µ we have lim sup nÑ8 h µn pσq ď h µ pσq.
Proof. It is an easy exercise to modify the proof of Lemma 2.5 in [RV] to the symbolic setting, in particular we have the following result.
Lemma 8. Assume pΣ, d, σq admits an ergodic Gibbs measure. Then for any σ-invariant probability measure µ, the expression lim nÑ8 1 n log N µ pn, r; δq, is well defined and it is independient of r.
We will also need the equality in Katok's entropy formula for an ergodic Gibbs measure. Since the proof is similar to the one of Theorem 12 we leave the details to the reader.
Lemma 9. Let µ be an ergodic Gibbs measure on pΣ, d, σq satisfying P " h µ pσq`ż F dµ.
Then h µ pσq " lim nÑ8 1 n log N µ pn, r; δq.
We can finally start the proof of Theorem 12. Define
A n " tx P Σ : |S N F pxq´ż F dµ| ă ǫ, for N ě nu.
Observe that the continuity of F implies that each A n is open. By Birkhoff ergodic theorem we have lim nÑ8 µpA n q " 1. Choose n big enough such that µpA n q ą 1´δ{2. Define
where B N px, rq is the (open) pn, rq-dynamical ball centered at x. Observe that B N px, θ k q " rx 0 , ..., x N`k s. Choose a neighborhood W of µ such that for every η P W we have ηpA n q ą 1´δ. Using the lower bound for the measure of a dynamical balls in B N n we get N η pN, θ k ; δq ď N pB N n , N, θ k q ď G expppN`k`1qpP´ż F dµ`ǫqq.
Let K be a subset satisfyig N µ pN, θ k , δ{2q " N pK, N, θ k q and µpKq ą 1´δ{2. Then µpK X A n q ą 1´δ, which together with the upper bound for the measure of dynamical balls containing points in A n imply Gp1´δq expppN`k`1qpP´ż F dµ´ǫqq ăN pK X A n , N, θ k q ďN pK, N, θ k q " N µ pN, θ k ; δ{2q.
We can combine this inequalites and get N η pN, θ k ; δq ď N µ pN, θ k ; δ{2q expp2ǫpN`k`1qqp1´δq´1.
Finally using Theorem 5 and Lemma 8 we get h η pσq ď h µ pσq`2ǫ, for each ergodic measure η P W.
Let pX, T q be a dynamical system and τ : X Ñ R`a continuous function. Define the space Y τ " XˆR ě0 { ", where px, τ pxqq " pT x, 0q. On Y τ we can define the semiflow Φ " tΦ t u tě0 given by Φ t prpx, sqsq " rpx, t`sqs. The suspension flow of pX, T q with roof function τ is the semiflow pY τ , Φq. Denote by M Φ the space of Φ-invariant probability measures on Y τ and by M T the space of T -invariant probability measures on X. It follows from a classical result by Ambrose and Kakutani [AK] that every measure ν P M Φ can be written as
where µ is a T -invariant measure and m denotes the one dimensional Lebesgue measure. In the opposite direction, if µ is a T -invariant probability measure on X satisfying pµˆmqpY τ q " ş τ dµ ă 8, then we can define a Φ-invariant probability measure Apµq given by the formula Apµq " pµˆmq| Yτ pµˆmqpY τ q .
Define M T pτ q " tµ P M T : ş τ dµ ă 8u. We say that τ is bounded away from zero if τ pxq ě c ą 0 for all x P X. If follows from results in [AK] that if τ is bounded away from zero, then the map A : M T pτ q Ñ M Φ is a bijection.
Proposition 5. Let pΣ, σq be a countable Markov shift and µ an ergodic Gibbs measure which is an equilibrium state for its potential. Let τ : X Ñ R`be a bounded away from zero continuous function such that the suspension flow pY τ , Φq has finite topological entropy. Consider a sequence tν n u of ergodic Φ-invariant probability measures on Y τ converging to ν " T pµq. Then lim sup nÑ8 h νn pΦq ď h ν pΦq.
Proof. Denote by µ n P M σ pτ q the measure such that ν n " Apµ n q. It is easy to see that if ν n is ergodic, then the same holds for µ n . Observe that ş K τ dµ " lim nÑ8 ş K τ dµ n ď lim inf nÑ8 ş τ dµ n . Then ż τ dµ ď lim inf
Abramov's formula [Ab] says that h νn pΦq " h µn pσq ş τ dµ n . Combining this observations with the semicontinuity result obtained in Theorem 12 finish the proof.
